
The fleeting years of my childhood were dripping with magic. Stories of gnomes
and fairies, mermaids, wizards, monsters and gifted heroes who taught me how to
navigate through life. These fairy tales molded me into who I am today and still
resonate deep within my mind. However, the difference between my younger self
and my present self’s relationship with magic is that I can no longer believe in it.
This breaks my heart.

Children have the incredible capacity to believe in what they cannot see. They
believe in Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy because they are told they exist and
have no reason to think otherwise. Children live happily in a life full of wonder, yet
as they grow older, they begin to lose this ability to believe. Adults tend to get
tangled in a web of facts, only allowing themselves to believe in something if there
is proof, constantly needing to prove existence or reason.

Yet, there is something that many people never grow out of believing, some even
grow into it: religion. Religion is a mindset, a lifestyle, a belief and support system,
a relationship with a higher power, a deeper connection or understanding or even
an explanation or escape. It is an individual experience that so many people put
their full trust in. But they do this without proof. There is no evidence of the
existence of God just as there is none for unicorns. So why, as we age, do we
leave behind the belief of magic, but continue to have faith in God?

With this idea in mind, I created a short illustrated story to explore one’s
relationship with faith and fairy tales. I wanted to express the necessity of a child’s
exposure to these stories, and show the balance of the significance of religion in
one’s life. The style and bright colors I chose for this work reflects how I saw the
world around me as a child. I wanted to embrace the interlacing of faith and fairy
tales, and encourage adults to reconsider their willingness to let their childhood
wonder go.
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FAITH &
FAIRYTALES



Preface

This story is meant to highlight the progression of a
young girl’s relationship with her faith and her belief in
fairy tales. This is not meant to invalidate any religion
or belief, nor is it implying faith or God is a mere story.
I recognize and respect any and all religions and their
influence and importance. This is also not to tell

anyone who or what to believe in. Every individual has
the right to their own opinions and beliefs. My one goal
with this story is to return the possibility of a child-like

wonder to those who may have lost it
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Adeline (adult)


